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Hard core coffee drinkers might not appreciate the goodness of flavored coffee, but as it is today,
this type of beverage is among the preferred choice among young coffee drinkers. This particular
drink is the best substitute for those who canâ€™t stand the taste of strong coffee, and brewed coffee.
Also this type of coffee is the precursor to being a hard-core coffee drinker.

When is the Best Time to Drink Coffee?

Coffee offers a different kind of â€œhighâ€• that is why most coffee drinker takes it upon waking up, as to
the exact time; it is dependent on the personâ€™s waking up time. Since most of the office schedule is
no longer in the morning, coffee drinkers take it practically anytime of the day. For the typical office
personnel, taking coffee in the morning is the best time, while for those with shifting schedule; they
can take it right at the beginning of their shift.

Over time, drinking coffee has become convenient because there are a lot of coffee shops being
opened. With so many giant coffee shops around, coffee lovers are presented with various options
in the type and flavors they want to drink. Aside from coffee, modern shops now are cross selling
other sellable beverages to cater to those who prefer other drinks than coffee.

The success of coffee shops is phenomenal. A lot of franchise and corporations are putting up their
business worldwide.  The growth in this sector is also helpful in the total revenue and in creating
employment. But what defines a good coffee shop? There are many factors to measure the success
of a coffee shop.

â€¢	Customer Service â€“ since most shops are serving the same coffee and other beverages, what
makes people stay and patronize their product is the service with a smile, the friendly staff. When
people visit a coffee shop, they want to be relaxed, socialize, and be comfortable without having to
worry about work and other related stressful events. A company that supports and strengthens their
customer service department is most likely to be revisited.

â€¢	Price â€“ the second consideration is the cost per cup. Every coffee drinker knows how much is a cup
of hot latte, cappuccino, and lemon iced tea among others. But if a particular coffee shop offers a
cup that is worth its value, coffee drinker will frequent the place.

â€¢	The ambiance â€“ the place itself is very significant; the cleanliness and orderliness of the shopâ€™s stuff
matters. Since the sense of a smile is already heightened because of the different aroma of the
coffee, people are keen with the utensils, table and all other things inside the shop. Coziness of the
place matters as well. People like it when they are in a coffee shop where they can hear nice music
while nibbling or sipping their coffee.
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Robert Duce - About Author:


Robert Duce write about that Barista - India's largest coffee house chain with best a lemon iced tea,
flavored coffee,  and a Espresso bars. For more details please visit http://www.barista.co.in
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